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Endless Love
 
Entranced with the passion of our endless nights
Mesmerized by your deep thoughts that of which embraces your eyes
Sensuous renewal vibrating through my being
Of this endless Love
 
Irresistible, free of self and of the world
Longing for you and the search of the end of this desolation
Caressed by your emotions
 
Enticing power which you posses
Endures my individuality emancipating my solitude
Infinite embrace of your profound masculinity
Penetrating my body and soul
 
Endless Love and possessions of our essence combined
Never ending ecstasy of devoted Love
Enhanced by the powerful bliss and our intellect
Amalgamation of true life it self and our creation
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I Am A Child
 
I am a child
Allow me to be me
For I can only remain in this state for so long
Give me the freedom to become who I am
For my mind is filled with Tales
My Heart is filled with Love
My mind is filled with many Joyous Riches
With all the goods that I have encountered upon
I possess the Mind of an Individual with ‘PURITY’
I have endured the endless days of fun and games
I have stumbled upon the negative and heart rending circumstances
I have however learned what it is that I need to do in order to press forward
My mind is like a Blank Slate
Ready to be painted with all the colours in the world
My Heart opens to be loved unconditionally
By those who allows me to be myself
Continuing to grow day by day
With many insights who will make me ‘Who I Am’
Allow me to be me.
For I am a Child…
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My Scorpion King
 
Love drives me with endless passions and affections of that certain individual.
It often gives me the means to face another day.
It forces me to make undesirable choices to often please one another.
To compromise without compromising.
It helps me understand our existence for he is the better half of my soul.
My complexity can only be determined by his being.
I search for the truth within his actions.
For he reflects who I am and him in I.
With him I feel assurance and safety of joy and pain.
His existence frees me from all there is to be free.
I dare not share a thought of another for the sake of respect in his being.
My love, My Scorpion King! !
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Range Of Emotion
 
Passing through the darkness
My life
Mistaken, unfolds
What holds for me beforehand is truly untold
Ignorance
Spite, those have forsaken
Love
Control is what I’ve taken
Rage
Emotions overcome with the delusion
To the untrained individual who lacked the information
Envy
Outburst are thrown
Knowledge
Patience the antidote to the thorn
Grief
Mindful of the encouraging presence
To having faith that life is more than an existence
Grateful
Persevere to continue with the path
Indulge
Overcame the mist of dream at last
Systematic
Beholding with great wisdom and life
Open
Diverse to the indifference
Of the minds depleted with intolerance
Overshadowing the darkness which is conquered by the light
Of the positive future that nearly is in sight
©By RubyJM. May 23,2006
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The Man In You
 
Sweetness, Babes is what you squeal to me
Insolence and angst is all I see
You seem like a clean looking Fella
So come clean with your words and then holla
 
The people around you are overshadowing who you are
Puzzled and confused just like consolations of the stars
You seem to be unclear, unsettled in how to act
Just keep yourself together and keep your mind intact
 
See what I like in man is one with a mind
To surpass the others who turn with a naked eye
Willing to see beyond the surface of the skin
Anxious to get to know me unlike those with a fin
 
You see I know that not all men are all the same
Fella like you shouldn’t be around something so lame
Hollering and quacking like it’s all you do
Common face it, you want to say “I do”
 
The only distance that comes between us two
Is the fact that you’re staring while I stand here waiting for you
I know that it’s not you which stand distant from I
It’s only a reflection of what surrounds you and the others saying my-my-my
 
I’m going to approach now you so don’t be surprised
I’m wanna be able to break it down for you so that you can evidently understand
I’ll be the one to take you away from all that you‘ve know
Cuz I like what I see and the man that you are is about to grow
©By RubyJM. May 5,2006
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The Street Car Named Desired
 
An unexpected romance
Surfaced before our presence
Maintaining the passion that I’m craving for
Elongated and timeless
Desired
 
Weakness only you grasped upon
Sustained by my vulnerability to your supremacy
Unaccounted moments of time that constantly power my thoughts
Fiening for your body to be gently places against mine
©By RubyJM
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